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ぇそくきげかｋｐ

ぇがきげぉしぉ ぉげかぐきしが

ｐｖ ｐｍｐ

ｏｓｎｈｐｐｎ

ｐｎｎｓｍｏｏｍｐｗ

ｑｖｐｖおきｐｖｔｐぜ

ほづひにのねづひ

けぅげすぅぐｊこせげぉざし

ひどほ なねばへどぶ づぴぴばぽ ほづひにのねづひぇそじぅずじきｓｎｔｐｕｔ

へどば ｌひべぱてどぶ でぬづひにど ぅずじきｓｎｔｐｕｔ ｎｓｌｏｏｌｐｗほづひにのねづひぇそじ





V-794CAB

1200W

1400W

280W
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Avoid picking up hard, sharp objects with

the cleaner.They may damage the cleaner

and the tank.

Do not vacuum the objects like hair ball or

big paper ball, otherwise the hose is possibly
blocked up. Please clear the hose in time

when it is blocked.
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Attention before using the appliance

WARNING

ATTENTION

In using the appliance, pay attention to

the electrostatic effect generated on the

telescopic tube and cleaner body.

Do not operate the appliance for long when
the nozzle inlet or nozzle outlet is blocked,
which may have it deformed or damaged.

Do not let the power cord near the electric

heater or other heat source, lest that the

cleaner should be deformed or it should

cause fire. Do not use the appliance when
the power cord or plug is damaged.
The damaged power cord or plug must be

replaced in the approved service station.

Close supervision is necessary when any

appliance is used by or near children.

Do not allow vacuum cleaner to be used

as a toy or to run unattended at any time.

Do not allow the non-professional
maintenance people to repair.

Do not bend, stamp on, or drag the hose.

Do not continue to use the hose if it is

damaged.
Do not use any heavy or sharp object to

press the power cord.

Do not pull or carry by cord, use cord as a

handle,close door on cord or pull cord around

sharp edges or corners. Do not run appliance
over cord. Keep cord away from heated

surfaces.

In winding the power cord, hold the plug
before pressing the button of the cord reel.

Do not pull the power cord beyond the red

warning line, other wise the power cord may

be damaged or unable to be wound up.

Pay attention to the plug in winding the

cord to avoid damaging the surrounding
objects.

Do not use without dust tank or filters

in place. Change tank frequently when

picking up very fine materials such as

powder.

Keep hair, loose clothing, fingers, feet

and all parts of body away from the

nozzle or movable portion.
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A strange smell is produced from the motor mount packing, when the motor is

operating. It does not affect the operation or damage the appliance.
When some water is sucked casually into the appliance or the cleaner has not been

used for a long time, some strange smell may be exhausted. In this case, timely

empty and clean the dust tank.
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